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A digital native startup inside EQT



Yeah, ok. But what is it?

🤖 Part AI

🗂 Part CRM

🧠 Part Corporate memory

💯 All about data

💻 Web interface 👉



Data is core, with over 50 sources

People & Connections
300m+

Companies, 
Financials, Metrics

50m+

Web, App, News,
Commercial, ESG,

Social, etc.

Assessments 20k+
IC sessions 100+

Interactions 600k+
Metrics



Leveraging Machine Learning to solve many 
different problems across the stack

Diversity WavesStealth Similarity Ranking

Searching for 
Tier-1 founders in 

hiding, starting 
the next big thing

Increasing 
diversity in our 

pipelines & 
fighting bias

Identify emerging 
trends & monitor 

outliers

Support targeted 
NLP searches for 

add-ons or 
competition

Help deal teams 
prioritize and 
stay informed



Connective Tissue
Connecting deal professionals across EQT to make 
them more informed about previous and ongoing 
work as well as enable them to leverage the full EQT 
Network of advisors and experts. 



Sourcing & Ideation
Motherbrain is tirelessly and methodically sifting 
through all the signals we have and identifies 
interesting opportunities when they arrive, learning 
from the deal team interaction. 

When an interesting opportunity is found it selects 
the best suited deal team member and hands it out 
to them for further evaluation. 

PRIVATE EQUITY

VENTURES

GROWTH



1 exit and 3 
unicorns

15! How many investments have been sourced through 
Motherbrain?

700 MUSD EXIT TO WORKDAY
7.7x MOIC



Opportunity Lens
Enable deal teams to get a quick understanding of a 
opportunities in order to better build conviction and 
discover edge. 
Ranking the long list and surfacing information when it 
matters the most. 



Portfolio Value 
Creation

Add-ons



Portfolio Value 
Creation

Talent

Delivered:  860 profiles

✅ EU + UK
✅ Former CMO/VP Mktg/etc
✅ Raised > 10 MEUR “growth journey”
✅ Company < 15 yo
✅ B2C
✅ Ranked by relevance

 CMO Search

“
Proprietary Tooling:

🤖 B2C/B2B classifier
🤖 Ultimate Score Model
🤖 ID Matching Service

 
This is the most powerful value-add 

we’ve ever seen an investor offer.

Mikael Hussain, 
Co-Founder Anyfin



Thank you!


